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High Color Uniformity of White Light-Emitting
Diodes Using Chip-Scaled Package

Zongtao Li , Yong Tang, Jiasheng Li , Canbiao Wu, Xinrui Ding , and Binhai Yu

Abstract— Chip-scaled package light-emitting diodes
(CSP LEDs) are promising for illumination applications
because of their advantages of compact size and high luminous
density. Contrary to traditional conformal package structures,
the material and thickness of top and sides, respectively, are
controllable, showing great potential to achieve high color
uniformity. In this letter, different kinds of CSP LEDs were
comprehensively compared, and the requirements to gain high
color uniformity were further investigated with simulation and
experiment. Results show that a top volume proportion of
phosphor Vtop between 75% and 85% contributes to high color
uniformity for the universally used 35 and 45 mil flip chips.
The fabricated CSP LEDs with Vtop = 77.8% can gain an
extra uniform color distribution with a �CCT of only 92 K at
a CCT of approximately 6000 K, which is 82.1% lower than
that of traditional conformal LEDs. These results indicate that
the CSP structure is an important alternative for illumination
applications requiring high color uniformity.

Index Terms— Light-emitting diode, chip-scaled package, color
uniformity, photoluminescence.

I. INTRODUCTION

L IGHT-EMITTING diodes (LEDs) are popular because
of their many advantages, such as high light efficiency

and long life [1]. It is recommended to utilize blue chip
exciting phosphor in order to achieve highly cost-effective
white light [2]. Because the luminous efficacy of white LEDs
has far exceeded traditional light sources, their color quality
has become a major concern for illumination applications,
especially with regard to color uniformity [3]. There are some
essential approaches to achieving high color uniformity in
white LEDs. One is using the scattering effect to deflect the
light direction in order to balance blue and yellow light dis-
tributions by introducing micro- and nano-particles/structures
[3], [4], and optimizing the phosphor particle size [5], [6].
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The other is using the Beer-Lambert law to adjust the amount
of blue light at specific angles by optimizing the thickness
distributions [7], [8] and locations [9], [10] of phosphor-
converted elements (PCEs). Among these studies, it was found
that the conformal structures, i.e., PCEs directly attached to
the chip surface, have the benefit of achieving high color
uniformity by their sufficient scattering ability and uniform
thickness distribution [9], [11]. However, it is difficult to fur-
ther improve this performance for white LEDs with conformal
structures because of their lack of adjustable parameters; only
the particle size can be adjusted to achieve high color unifor-
mity, as reported by Sommer et al. using optical simulation
[6], [12]. Moreover, the conformal structures are generally
fabricated during the packaging process based on the pulse-
sprayed method, in which it is difficult to control the lateral
thickness of conformal PCEs [11], [13].

We have reported that the dicing saw technique with
high manufacturing accuracy can be used to fabricate the
micropatterns on the encapsulant surface of packaged LEDs
in order to improve the light extraction efficiency [14]. This
mechanical technique can also be used to precisely control the
lateral thickness of the encapsulant. Combined with the pulse-
sprayed method [13], dispensing method [15], or compression
modeling method [8] to control the top thickness of the encap-
sulant, promising chip-scaled packaged (CSP) structures with
small size and high luminous density can be realized in LED
commercial applications. Compared with traditional conformal
structures, various materials and thicknesses can be adopted
to the top side and lateral side, respectively, for CSP LEDs.
It is widely expected that high color uniformity will be
achieved by using this unique characteristic of CSP LEDs;
however, related studies are rare. In this letter, we report the
optical performance of CSP LEDs with various structures by
simulation and experiments, revealing that the proportion of
top side phosphor volume with specific chip sizes is the key
factor in achieving high color uniformity for CSP LEDs.

II. METHOD

The simulation process and structures of CSP LEDs are
shown in Fig. 1, details can be found in our previous studies
on finite-difference-time domain (FDTD) and ray-tracing com-
bined method [4], [16], [17]. In order to make the secondary
optical design easier, a reflection wall is generally fabricated to
avoid the lateral light extraction. Therefore, five kinds of CSP
structures are considered: phosphor coating at five surfaces of
the LED chip (five-surface coating, FSC), phosphor coating at
five surfaces of the LED chip with reflection wall coating at the
phosphor lateral (five-surface coating with side reflection wall,
FSC-SR), phosphor coating at five surfaces of the LED chip
with a protection wall fully coating the phosphor (five-surface
coating with full protection wall, FSC-FP), phosphor coating at
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Fig. 1. The diagram of (a) simulation process and (b) structures of CSP LEDs.

a single surface of the LED chip and inside the side reflection
wall (single inner surface coating with side reflection wall,
SISC-SR), and phosphor coating at a single surface of the LED
chip and outside the side reflection wall (single outside surface
coating with side reflection wall, SOSC-SR). The top thickness
htop and side thickness hside are the major concerns discussed
in this letter. FSC-SR, FSC, SISC-SR, and SOSC-SR generally
adopt the compression molding or dispensing method to
realize the preformation of PCEs; the htop and hside of FSC-SR
and FSC are varied from 140 to 260 μm and 20 to 140 μm,
respectively, whereas for SISC-SR and SOSC-SR, only htop
ranges from 140 to 260 μm. It should be noted that the PCE
of FSC-FP is fabricated by the pulse-sprayed method and the
protection wall is used to prevent the PCE coming off; hside is
assumed to be the same as htop, ranging from 50 to 100 μm.
All PCEs are mixed with silicone (refractive index of 1.54)
and YAG phosphor (emission wavelength centered at 565 nm,
quantum yield of 75%, particle mean size of 13.7 μm).
In addition, the dispensing or compression molding methods
use a phosphor concentration of 1.2 g/cm3, whereas the
pulse-sprayed method uses a higher phosphor concentration
of 3.6 g/cm3 to ensure a similar white light. Furthermore,
it is assumed that the inner surface of the reflection wall has
a reflection of 95% and the protection wall has a refractive
index of 1.54 and no absorption for light. The flip chip, with a
thickness of 100 μm, is with emission wavelength centered at
455 nm, assuming that the blue light uniformly emits from the
MQW layer with an absorption coefficient of 5 mm−1 [18].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In addition to the color uniformity, the radiant efficacy and
phosphor usage amount are also important to LED packages.
The correlated color temperature (CCT) standard deviation
�CCT, radiant efficacy, and phosphor mass of different
CSP LEDs are shown in Fig. 2; a comprehensive comparison
is provided in this section. It should be noted that the CCT
value is in negative proportion to the thickness (htop or hside) of
the PCE; an increasing CCT indicates a decreasing thickness.
Fig. 2(a) shows the radiant efficacy of CSP LEDs. Most CSP
structures have a higher radiant efficacy as CCT increases,
because a higher CCT indicates fewer down-conversion events,
resulting in less down-conversion loss; on the other hand,
an increasing CCT also means a decreased phosphor amount,
which has the benefit of decreased backward scattering by
the phosphor, leading to a reduction in absorption loss. These
results are similar to previous studies on thickness or concen-
tration of conformal white LEDs [19].

Fig. 2. (a) Radiant efficacy, (b) phosphor mass, and (c) CCT standard
deviation of different simulated CSP LEDs.

However, it is interesting that both the FSC-SR and FSC
show a lower radiant efficacy at high CCT values by decreas-
ing the hside. This means that a small hside leads to a reduction
in light extraction for CSP LEDs. One reasonable explanation
is that the flip chip is a bulk source that can emit blue
light from its lateral, leading to a great amount of Fresnel
reflection and total internal reflection (TIR) at the PCE lateral.
Obviously, when the lateral surface of the PCE is closer to
the flip chip (smaller hside), this reflection light has a higher
probability to be incident into the flip chip instead of reaching
the top surface of the PCE, causing a serious absorption loss
in the flip chip. Moreover, it is evident that the radiant efficacy
of FSC-SR can be decreased by 37.4% as hside decreases from
140 to 20 μm, whereas that of FSC decreases by only 1.6%,
which further supports this explanation because the lateral
reflection of FSC-SR is much stronger than that of FSC.
Furthermore, CSP LEDs without a reflection wall, includ-
ing FSC and FSC-FP, can achieve a higher radiant efficacy
(increases of more than 40% at the same CCT of 6750 K) com-
pared with those with a reflection wall. Therefore, the reflec-
tion wall is helpful in preventing lateral light extraction while it
severely suppresses the improvement in radiant efficacy, espe-
cially for SISC-SR, which has the lowest radiant efficacy at
the same CCT of 6750 K. Moreover, the radiant efficacy
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of FSC-SR is higher than that of FSC because of gradient
refractive index formed by protection wall.

The CSP LED phosphor usages are shown in Fig. 2(b).
It can be seen that the CSP LED with a reflection wall,
including FSC-SR, SISC-SR, and SOSC-SR, can use a smaller
amount of phosphor (saving more than 30%) to achieve the
same and even lower CCT as that without a reflection wall.
This indicates that the reflection wall benefits in improving
the down-conversion efficiency by increasing the blue light
path inside the PCE, which can be further demonstrated by
the same phosphor usages of FSC-SR and FSC while the
former has lower CCT values. It is noteworthy that FSC
can gain a CCT lower than that of FSC-SR using the same
phosphor mass when their hside values are small enough
(hside = 20 μm), because much more conversion light can be
trapped by the lateral reflection in FSC-SR, as discussed previ-
ously. In addition, though the SISC-SR has the lowest radiant
efficacy, it simultaneously has the highest down-conversion
efficiency demonstrated by the lowest phosphor mass. Fig. 2(c)
shows the �CCT values of CSP LEDs, which is the critical
performance mainly concerned in this letter. The �CCT of
most CSP structures increases with increasing CCT because
the CCT is more sensitive to the yellow light proportion at
higher CCT values; moreover, a higher CCT also indicates
a lower phosphor amount, which does not provide a strong
scattering effect to fully mix the light. These results are similar
to those of previous studies on the thickness or concentration
of conformal PCEs [6], [12]. However, it is interesting that the
�CCT of FSC shows a decrease with increasing CCT values;
the lowest �CCT can be achieved even by decreasing the
thickness to an instance. This phenomenon can be observed
by decreasing the htop or hside; it can be inferred that the
proportion of these two parameters would be the key to
decrease the �CCT for FSC. It is obvious that FSC has a
lower �CCT (approximately 100 K) than that of others at
a similar CCT of 6750 K, and its �CCT shows a positive
proportionality to CCT values, exhibiting a great potential to
achieve high color uniformity performance.

We further studied the high color uniformity requirement for
FSC, as shown in Fig. 3. For convenience, we define the top
PCE volume proportion Vtop to simultaneously demonstrate
the difference in htop and hside, which is demonstrated by
the ratio of top PCE volume to total PCE volume. Two chip
sizes and two total PCE volumes are considered. When Vtop is
small, a higher CCT at center angles can be observed, resulting
in a yellow-ring phenomenon. As Vtop increases, the CCT at
center angles decreases and the CCT at edge angles becomes
even higher than that at center angles, resulting in a blue-
ring phenomenon. This means that the top PCE and side PCE
volume can adjust the CCT at center angles and edge angles
by changing the absorption probability of blue light emission
from the top and lateral surfaces, respectively, of the flip chip.
Previous studies indicated that the gradient thickness distrib-
ution for remote [7], [8] or conformal [20] PCEs is useful in
improving the color uniformity. It is interesting that a uniform
thickness on the top and lateral surfaces of the flip chip without
considering the angular distributions of blue light can also lead
to the same results, this approach is simpler for PCE design
and fabrication. It is evident that an ideal CCT distribution
without both the yellow-ring and blue-ring can be achieved
with a suitable Vtop for various chip sizes and PCE volumes.

Fig. 3. CCT distributions of simulated FSC with different chip sizes
and PCE volumes.

Fig. 4. (a) �CCT of simulated FSC with different chip sizes and PCE
volumes; (b) measured CCT distribution of fabricated FSC compared with
the reference.

In addition,a larger PCE volume, meaning a larger PCE thick-
ness, contributes to a lower CCT by increasing the light path
of blue light to be absorbed; contrarily, the PCE thickness is
smaller with a larger flip chip size for a specific PCE volume,
leading to a higher CCT by decreasing the blue light path.

The �CCT values are summarized in Fig. 4(a). It is
evident that the 45 mil chip and 35 mil chip can achieve the
lowest �CCT of approximately 60 K and 40 K at a Vtop of
approximately 85% and 75%, respectively, whereas the total
PCE volume has almost no influence on the optimized location
of Vtop. These results mean that the lowest �CCT is closely
related to Vtop; furthermore, a smaller chip size has a smaller
optimized value of Vtop. It demonstrates that the optimized
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parameters of PCE structures for FSC are associated with chip
sizes instead of the total PCE volume [6], [21]. Therefore, it is
suggested that designers use a Vtop between 75% and 85%
in order to gain high color uniformity for the universally
used 35 mil and 45 mil flip chips. The compression modeling
method [8] and dicing saw technique [14] were adopted to fab-
ricate the optimized FSC; they are used to ensure the top and
side thickness of PCE (htop = 0.147 mm, hside = 0.139 mm,
and Vtop = 77.8%). The FSC was fabricated with the 35 mil
flip chip and the same YAG phosphor configurations as used
in the theoretical part; its total width and height (including
the base with 0.1 mm height) are 1.167 mm and 0.347 mm,
respectively. All of these length parameters were measured
by a LEICA DM 2500M microscope. The radiant efficacy
of the fabricated FSC was measured at a typical drive current
of 350 mA using the integrated sphere system from Instrument
Systems, which is 38.3%. To compare the color uniformity,
the traditional conformal LED device with YAG phosphor and
similar CCT values was used as a reference; detailed struc-
tures and fabrication methods can be found in our previous
studies [13]. Fig. 4(b) shows the measured CCT distributions
of the optimized FSC and the reference at the same drive
current of 350 mA. It is evident that the FSC shows an extra
uniform color distribution with a �CCT of only 92 K at a
CCT near 6000 K, which is 82.1% lower than that of the
reference and also lower than those of previous studies on
conformal structures [11], [13], as well as remote structures
[4], [8]. Obviously, a uniform white light spot of FSC can also
be observed in the inset of Fig. 4(b). This demonstrates that
the optimized FSC according to theoretical results can gain
a high color uniformity. Previous studies indicated that white
LEDs with lower CCT values of approximately 2500 K can
more easily gain a �CCT smaller than 100 K [13]. However,
white LEDs with high CCT values large than 5000 K are hard
to achieve such a performance, most of their �CCT values
are still as high as around 300 K even after optimizations
[3], [4], [8], [22]. Consequently, the optimized CSP structure
shows great potential in illumination applications requiring
ultra-high color uniformity.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have performed a comprehensive comparison between
different kinds of CSP LEDs. Results show that FSC has
great potential to achieve the lowest �CCT and simultaneously
maintain a high radiant efficacy, though its down-conversion
efficiency is lower than that with a reflection wall. The
requirements for further improvement in the color uniformity
of FSC were studied. It was demonstrated that the �CCT
depends closely on Vtop at the same PCE volume, strongly
suggesting the use of a Vtop ranging from 75% to 85% in
order to achieve high color uniformity for the universally used
35 mil and 45 mil flip chips. Finally, experiments validated
that the fabricated FSC with Vtop = 77.8% achieved an extra
uniform color distribution with a �CCT of only 92 K at a
CCT near 6000 K, which is 82.1% lower than that of the
traditional conformal LEDs. These results indicate that the
proposed optimized FSC can be an important alternative to
illumination applications requiring ultra-high color uniformity.
Significant effort in future studies on the FSC remains neces-
sary, including the roughness caused by the dicing saw and
the top/side phosphor configurations with different scattering
and absorption properties.
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